Resource allocation and rationing in nursing care: A discussion paper
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Abstract
Driven by interests in workforce planning and patient safety, a growing body of literature has begun to identify the reality and the prevalence of missed nursing care, also specified as care left undone, rationed care or unfinished care. Empirical studies and conceptual considerations have focused on structural issues such as staffing, as well as on outcome issues — missed care/unfinished care. Philosophical and ethical aspects of unfinished care are largely unexplored. Thus, while internationally studies highlight instances of covert rationing/missed care/care left undone — suggesting that nurses, in certain contexts, are actively engaged in rationing care — in terms of the nursing and nursing ethics literature, there appears to be a dearth of explicit decision-making frameworks within which to consider rationing of nursing care. In reality, the assumption of policy makers and health service managers is that nurses will continue to provide full care — despite reducing
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staffing levels and increased patient turnover, dependency and complexity of care. Often, it would appear that rationing/missed care/nursing care left undone is a direct response to overwhelming demands on the nursing resource in specific contexts. A discussion of resource allocation and rationing in nursing therefore seems timely. The aim of this discussion paper is to consider the ethical dimension of issues of resource allocation and rationing as they relate to nursing care and the distribution of the nursing resource.
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Introduction
Discussion of resource allocation and rationing as discrete topics is still relatively uncommon in the nursing literature. However, there is an emerging body of literature, largely driven by interest in workforce planning and/or patient safety, which has begun to identify the reality and prevalence of nursing care left undone or missed out. The first study to report care left undone was Aiken et al. in the United States in 2001. A small number of other studies exploring the idea of ‘missed care’ (United States and Australia), ‘care left undone’ (Europe) or what is termed ‘covert rationing’ of nursing care and priority setting (Europe) has emerged over the past 10 years or so:

In the midst of multiple demands and inadequate resources, what choices do nurses make to provide the best care possible? There are times when they find it impossible to fulfil all nursing care requirements or choose not to complete all aspects of care for a variety of reasons. In these circumstances, nurses may abbreviate the care, may delay the care..., or may simply omit the care. In a state of science review of work to date on this area Jones et al. argue that the concepts of missed care, care left undone, covert rationing of care and prioritisation of care all overlap or are addressing the same issues. They coin the term ‘unfinished nursing care’ to encompass work examined using each of these separate terms:

Unfinished nursing care (also known as missed care, implicit rationing of care, and care left undone) is a distinct form of underuse [of the health care services – one of three categories of quality problems in health care] and is a growing healthcare concern internationally. The state of the science on unfinished nursing care has not been formally evaluated. Unfinished care is conceptualised as a phenomenon with three discreet elements: ‘a problem (resource/time scarcity), a process (clinical decision-making to prioritise and ration care), and an outcome (care left undone)’. This conceptualisation will be revisited below. However, it seems that the only element of the conceptualisation for which there is an emerging evidence base is the third, care left undone.

The philosophical or ethical basis for decision-making regarding leaving care undone or unfinished, or for engaging formally or informally in prioritisation or other forms of rationing of nursing care is largely unexplored. This is an important deficit given the evidence that the prevalence of unfinished care is high: ‘...estimates based on the mean number of activities left undone per nurse...indicated a high overall prevalence. Most (55-98%) nursing staff left one or more activities unfinished (mean 2-21)’. However, the authors point out that prevalence estimates of care unfinished are influenced by characteristics of the particular data collection tool used. It is also of relevance that in interviews and discussions with nurses, nurses can easily recognise and identify elements of care that are frequently not completed or left undone.
Given the ubiquity of the phenomenon and its subjective salience for nursing staff it is surprising that this is still such an unexplored area from an ethical perspective. This comparative neglect in the literature might be due to the fact that it is a diffusely troubling phenomenon that nurses are hesitant to engage with; there is evidence that the topic of missed care or unfinished care engenders feelings of guilt, a sense of lacking power to provide the care that patients need and fear of victimisation among nursing staff. There is a growing body of literature evidencing the reality of care rationing and its undermining effect on patient care and on the morale of nurses. This comparative neglect in the literature might be due to the fact that it is a diffusely troubling phenomenon that nurses are hesitant to engage with; there is evidence that the topic of missed care or unfinished care engenders feelings of guilt, a sense of lacking power to provide the care that patients need and fear of victimisation among nursing staff. There is a growing body of literature evidencing the reality of care rationing and its undermining effect on patient care and on the morale of nurses.

This article sets out to explore issues of resource allocation and rationing in nursing from an ethical perspective. This seems timely given the emerging literature which suggests that unfinished care (care left undone, missed care and prioritisation of nursing care) is widespread and has detrimental effects on both patient and nurse outcomes. Unfinished care is thus an emerging significant ethical concern in healthcare. It requires both empirical research, and engagement with ethical reflection, on resource allocation and rationing in healthcare, – applied to the nursing context – to identify the most significant conceptual and ethical considerations related to this phenomenon.

**Resource allocation and rationing: conceptual considerations**

Resource allocation refers to the allocation of resources to a service, department or project. Rationing suggests that the resources to be allocated are scarce, and thus, there will not be enough to provide everything that is required. Resource allocation and rationing are related but nonetheless distinct concepts (although in some of the ethics and economics literature, these concepts tend to be used as if they are interchangeable). In both cases, specific criteria regarding how to distribute available resources are being applied, generally with the goal of optimising outcomes or meeting demands of procedural fairness. However, from an ethical perspective, resource allocation is a concept that is neutral with regard to the moral implications of the allocation decision; it could refer to any approach to the distribution of resources, whether resources are abundant or scarce and whether the distribution is ethically commendable or problematic. In contrast, rationing implies that necessary trade-offs due to resource scarcity are inbuilt into the decision-making process, with the implication that rationing will of necessity result in exclusion from resources, or less than optimal benefits for some potential resource recipients. In this vein, Caplan defines rationing as follows:

In the health care setting, rationing can be defined as a conscious, reasoned decision by a health care provider faced with irremediable scarcity to deny access to life-extending medical interventions or to interventions that can help restore or ameliorate serious dysfunction for some patients or for a group of patients. Rationing presumes that the health care interventions are both desired and known to be effective.

Rationing implies that the restriction raises moral problems with regard to their impact on some individuals, while being potentially justifiable if achieving an ethically acceptable overall allocation (i.e. if the restrictive allocation decisions have been made in a way that can be morally justified, even though the overall outcome is not satisfactory in itself). This has implications for the use of rationing policies. As Caplan highlights

... in health care, rationing refers to a very well-defined subset of allocation policies - those which require a conscious decision or the adoption of an explicit policy wherein certain persons of known medical need are excluded from treatment that might save, prolong, or significantly enhance the quality of their lives.

In considering the particular shape that such exclusions can take in nursing care, it is important to take account of three distinctions:
The distinction between rationing as implemented by an institution (through their policies or operational practices) or rationing as implemented by individuals (through their actions in their context of practice);

The distinction between rationing as based on explicit principles or policies or rationing as based on implicit practices, which may be shared in particular practice contexts or be performed by single individuals without making explicit its normative basis;

The distinction between rationing of the nursing resource per se (i.e. rationing the number of nurses available to provide the required care) and the rationing of actual nursing care at the bedside.

Caplan’s reflections on rationing assume that decisions on rationing principles are made at the institutional level in the shape of explicit policies. Rationing in medical care, for example, is often presented in the literature in terms of institutions demanding the use of explicit gatekeeping requirements from practitioners at the bedside to regulate access to scarce resources. Often these rationing decisions are based on cost-effectiveness assessments with regard to health impacts, following largely utilitarian frameworks. However, there is now ample evidence available of additional covert (implicit) rationing of medical care at the bedside, that is not necessarily dependent on explicit institutional policies but nevertheless shows certain patterns that are indicative of the application of implicit rationing criteria by clinicians. These criteria are partly in convergence with utilitarian effectiveness considerations, but also in light of other ethical considerations such as need principles and egalitarian principles. At the same time, while staff shortages in medicine due to recruitment pressures are a matter of concern internationally, deliberate rationing of the medical staff resource does not appear to be a prominent topic of the discussion on rationing.

In contrast, the discussion of rationing in nursing care does not usually address the explicit exclusion of patients from receiving specific healthcare services. To the contrary, even in the face of staff reductions or increased demands by the institution, the individual nurses’ role is still understood to include the provision of the full range of nursing care activities, but simply becomes less realisable with increasing demands on the individual nurse. Unlike doctors, nurses are not explicitly asked to apply specific cost-effectiveness considerations, and continue to be expected to meet patients’ needs fully. While frequently having to prioritise patients’ needs in the face of time scarcity.

Rationing decisions with regard to the allocation of nursing care, accordingly, appear to be primarily left to practitioners; without explicit normative frameworks, rationing principles or specific instructions provided by institutions to guide individual practitioners’ decision-making. The very fact that substantive ethical decision-making regarding rationing is required from nursing staff becomes obscured by this lack of explicitness. It is telling that in the nursing literature on the issue, it is the outcome of ‘missed care’ or ‘care left undone’ that provides the impetus to work back to rationing as an underlying ethical problem, rather than beginning with an acknowledgement that constraints regarding the availability of resources (in this case nursing staff time) might at times imply the provision of less than optimal care for patients, as is generally the case in the discussion on rationing in medicine.

The focus on individual bedside rationing in the rationing discussion in nursing also contributes to obscuring the nature of the ethical problem of rationing in nursing, insofar as it does not appear to conceive a reduced allocation of nursing staff as itself being rationing of a crucial resource. An ethical justification of rationing the resource of nursing staff, in light of its likely consequences, needs to be provided, rather than effectively rationing the staff resource, but passing on the responsibility for specific rationing decisions in care to individual nurses. Both problems of rationing, the institutional and the individual, need to be recognised as such, and ethical reflection needs to be applied to both.
Individual and institutional rationing of nursing care: the importance of explicitness

Individual rationing decisions

With regard to the case of individual bedside rationing, the debate in nursing care contexts conceives of rationing frequently as an implicit response to overwhelming demands at the bedside. The nurses’ response is informed by an assessment of patient needs and corresponding, often intuitive and implicit, prioritisation of care giving across a group of patients, for whom the nurse has responsibility during a particular nursing shift.

In these situations, individual nurses may frequently make decisions on how to allocate their time implicitly, that is, without recourse to an explicit decision-making framework where care priorities are agreed, without a set of principles which underpin the decision-making process, and sometimes also without the involvement of other nursing team members. This makes the process not only burdensome on the individual nurse, but it also makes such decision-making potentially dangerous and discriminatory, as it may be driven by a single perspective on care needs and priorities, and be significantly influenced by biases of the individual practitioner.

The absence of explicit rationing principles may also be considered problematic because it puts the burden of making intrinsically morally problematic, and thereby particularly burdensome, rationing decisions on the individual nurse, without properly recognising those burdens. The burden of the personal confrontation with rationing for healthcare professionals needs to be taken seriously; it is probably not coincidental that confrontation with resource constraints and rationing-related practices is mentioned in the literature as linked to the experience of moral distress in healthcare.9,15

The lack of explicit engagement with rationing decisions may also mean that nurses are rationing care at the bedside without recognising that this is in fact what they are doing. They may not distinguish between rationing decisions, where the explicit choice is made to give some patients significantly less than optimal care, and stressful, but less ethically troubling situations where allocation decisions are made without the need to limit appropriate care for individual patients. Explicitly identifying the specific ethical characteristics of rationing versus non-rationing decisions, would be an important step to disaggregating different kinds of pressures on professionals; both for themselves and in relation to the institution that requires them to make such decisions. It is inappropriate to consider all allocation decisions to be equally required as part of nurses’ professional competence. When rationing decisions are required, but not acknowledged as particularly ethically burdensome, and staff is not supported in reflecting on these requirements and developing and honing their skills for coping with them, we want to argue that the institution is putting an undue burden on staff and failing in their duty of care.

Institutional rationing

Particular responsibilities accrue to the institutions with regard to addressing the management of rationing of nursing care. First, institutions may make decisions on rationing nursing care when reducing staff levels. A reduced nurse staffing resource suggests reduced nursing time available for the delivery of nursing care, and unless such reductions are based on evidence that the deployment of the nursing resource can be optimised without affecting appropriate patient care, such decisions are likely to involve rationing. The nursing resource has seen significant reductions across Europe in recent years, due to the recession and subsequent imposition of austerity measures across the public sector, with direct impact on front line staffing in the health service. For example, the Irish health system has experienced the loss of 5000 nursing
and midwifery posts from the sector between the years 2009 and 2014, while in Germany 52,200 full-time equivalent nursing positions have been lost between 1995 and 2006 due to budget cuts.

Changes to models of care, work load, work practices or even architectural design (such as the move to single rooms in many new acute hospitals) may also lead to unintended and/or unrecognised effects on the nursing resource allocated to the bedside. These changes may lead to an intensification of nursing work which in effect requires some form of rationing of nursing time and thus nursing care provision, forcing a less visible, covert and unarticulated form of rationing that may be difficult to identify and justify.

In these situations, nurses must make decisions about how best to manage care within a perceived resource poor environment. The resource poor context includes limited time to complete the work, reduced material resources to support care provision, not having enough human resource, or not enough qualified human resource, to manage all the care that is required.

Resource reductions of either kind (whether through straightforward reduction of nursing staff or indirectly through changes in work practices that lead to increased demands on nurses) mean that care must be rationed in one way or another at the point of service provision unless it can be shown that there was unnecessary waste and inbuilt, unused capacity in the system prior to resource reduction – a topic not infrequently addressed in discussions around rationing in medicine. This, of course, is often the crux of the matter – a disagreement between hospital/unit managers and the professional view of nurses, working at the sharp end of care provision, regarding the resource required in order to provide adequate care for the particular patient or group of patients. In the absence of evidence-based means of identifying the required nursing resource, to provide care safely to specified particular groups of patients, it is relatively easy for hospital managers to deal with immediate budget pressures by reducing the nursing resource available; while at the same time assuming and expecting that full nursing care will be provided to the patients as required. In other words that the reduced nursing staff group will simply ‘absorb’ the additional nursing work required to provide full nursing care to the specified group of patients.

However, this assumption is flawed, and it is the responsibility of institutions to address the impact of their resource decisions explicitly and based on evidence. While not all resource reductions or work intensification may lead to rationing, it is incumbent on institutions to assess carefully whether they are likely to do so.

**Confronting rationing in nursing care**

In one of the early papers in the nursing literature examining the issue of rationing in the clinical environment, rationing of nursing care is defined as ‘... the withholding or failure to carry out necessary nursing tasks due to inadequate time, staffing level and skill mix’. Papastavrou in a 2016 COST Action project on rationing in nursing further defined this as follows:

Rationing of nursing care occurs when resources are not sufficient to provide necessary care to all patients. The reasons for this phenomenon include staff reductions, increased demands for care... Rationing of nursing care may also occur due to particular approaches of nurses’ clinical judgement and knowledge in allocating the resources and the wider value basis of society on care. As a result, fundamental patient needs may not be fulfilled and human rights linked to discrimination may be affected.

Rationing results in nurses not being able to carry out their core work, that is the provision of effective and safe care appropriate to patient need, based on a skilled clinical (as distinct from a financial) assessment.

As Teutsch and Rechel contend,

At some level, all resources are scarce and that is certainly true for health care. In the face of scarcity, resources are either explicitly or implicitly rationed. Rationing of health care limits access to beneficial health care
services. The central question, then is not whether health care is rationed, but how, by whom and to what degree. The ethical dilemma is how to balance the precepts of autonomy, beneficence and distributive justice.

A key issue for health professionals, that makes rationing so difficult to deal with, is the position they find themselves in. Health professionals are placed in the invidious position of carrying all the responsibility for clinical decision-making, based upon financial mandates, with no authority to change or challenge either the financial assumptions underpinning the allocated budget, or the overall budget allocation within which they are required to work. In this context approaches emerging in the organisation ethics literature, which highlight the importance of stakeholder involvement, may be worth exploring in an attempt to resolve some of these issues in the future.

While nurse researchers are now highlighting the impact that rationing care has on patient outcomes including patients’ experience of care, little is being done to seek solutions or new models of care that could alleviate the problem.9

Health services are reluctant to trial new models of care because they cannot show efficiencies in an annualised budget scenario, even though there is growing awareness of the fact that in order to survive, health services will be forced to change current practices.27 Moreover, the recent global financial crisis has seen austerity measures focusing directly on issues of health service cost and sustainability.28,29

Confounding the problem is the traditional thinking that perpetuates nurses’ ways of coping and behaving in the contemporary healthcare environment: nurses completing care beyond allocated working hours, even when it is detrimental to their health and well-being.30,31 Nursing resource requirements for the changing patient population demographic are largely ignored. In many OECD countries, until very recently, little attempt had been made to adjust the historical nursing staff compliment in hospital wards and units in recognition of increased demands for care; due to population growth, changing demographic to an older people population with consequent increases in chronic illness, increased acuity and dependency of patients, or the increased patient turnover that has resulted from decreased length of hospital stay.32,33 Yet these changing patterns of demand impact on the numbers of nursing staff required to organise and provide adequate care.34

The first national survey of nurses working in medical and surgical wards across the Irish acute hospital sector was carried out in 2009/2010.32 Findings from this survey provide insight into both the level and type of nursing work reported as ‘left undone’ due to time constraints. Findings from studies in the United Kingdom and mainland Europe provide similar information on the types of nursing care activities that nurses report as regularly left undone due to time pressures/shortages of nursing staff.5,35 What these three studies suggest is that nurses are either implicitly or explicitly rationing care to patients because, from the nurses’ perspective, there is not enough time to provide the amount of nursing care required. This has also been reflected in other studies, where nurses identified lack of time to carry out their work.25,36 These findings suggest that we need to engage in discussion regarding allocation of the nursing resource (i.e. the number of nursing staff required at institutional and unit level, based on the dominant models of care delivery is use) and rationing in nursing. We need to explore how best to manage this resource allocation and rationing within the context of current demands for care and existing cost constraints. Of potential relevance to this discussion, for example, is cross-national research in which large differences in registered nurse-to-patient ratios have been documented: on average, in Finland 8.3 patients had been assigned per nurse on a shift, in Germany 13 patients, Ireland 6.9 and Greece 10.2.37

This discussion must be informed by the growing evidence that suggests the need to be cognisant of the impact of factors such as the work environment, nurse characteristics and leadership on the quality of nursing care provided to patients. Nurses in countries with distinctly different healthcare systems report similar shortcomings in their work environments associated with deficits in the quality of hospital care.37,38 Research suggests that some of the more detrimental effects of nurse staffing shortages can be ameliorated,
to some extent, by a positive work environment, inclusive of supportive nursing leadership. Team working and nursing leadership impact on the covert rationing of nursing care, and increasing the effectiveness of team working reduces implicit rationing of nursing care, as does increasing nursing leadership.39,41

These studies appear to provide support for Caplan’s demand that instead of focusing on devising fair rules for rationing as our starting point, we should begin by identifying when we are making implicit or explicit decisions to ration and make sure that there is no alternative – no better way of distributing our limited resources – that would avoid or minimise rationing.

The potential impact of enhanced team working, nurse education levels and nursing leadership on the effective use of the nursing resource, seems important issues to explore in enhancing patient care and avoiding what may be unrecognised, unmonitored, implicit rationing of nursing care. These factors should feed into a framework to determine the appropriate nurse staffing allocation at institutional and at unit level, articulating direct links between this nursing resource and the amount of nursing time required to provide safe, humane, nursing care at the bedside.

When the nurse staffing resource, for whatever reason, is not sufficient to meet all the patient care demands, it is the responsibility of institutions to identify and address the resulting challenges (both ethical and clinical); instead of passing on the full responsibility of making rationing decisions to individual nurses at the bedside. Decisions affecting staffing levels need to be made on the basis of reliable evidence with regard to likely impact. If resource changes make rationing of nursing care likely, the particular moral burden that this poses on staff needs to be acknowledged and staff need to be supported in making those decisions. The acknowledgment of this moral burden should be addressed at a wider organisational level, by focusing on a collaborative, positive ethical climate that provides ethical supports to individuals and units, either informally or formalised (such as clinical ethics consultancy or clinical ethics committees), and facilitates open organisational communication channels within the organisation with regard to ethical concerns.42–44 Guidance on rationing needs to be provided, including explicit rationing principles endorsed by the institution. In light of the increasing international prominence of the issue of rationing, it is also incumbent on professional bodies nationally and internationally to address the issue in a way that supports professionals effectively.

Consideration of the different positions presented above, including the different factors that may impact on the appropriate use (or rationing) of the nursing resource and how it is most effectively led, managed and allocated, is important from financial, ethical and accountably perspectives. This links us back to Caplan’s distinction between resource allocation and rationing. We appear to be in a position internationally that if a better way of identifying and allocating the required nursing resource cannot be found, either overtly (explicitly) or covertly (implicitly) we end up in a situation where the nursing resource will continue to be rationed. Evidence to date suggests that this rationing of nursing care is largely covert. This raises concerns about lack of transparency, lack of peer review, and thus the additional risk of the existence of potential discriminatory influences in the covert decision making process.

**Conclusion**

Care rationing seems to be both an increasingly recognised and relatively common practice in nursing care and work. Each decision made may include rationing between patients’ differing needs, between time allocated to direct versus indirect patient care, and to physical versus psychological and comfort care. Rationing is related to both economic and ethical dimensions of healthcare and service provision. Understanding the mechanisms of care rationing is important.

However, despite the outlined challenges arising from the absence of established explicit rationing principles in nursing practice, this absence also opens up the possibility of approaching resource allocation
with a view to reconsidering whether there may still be as yet unexplored ways of avoiding the exclusion of patients from needed care, for example, by means of alternative ways of providing care. As Caplan\textsuperscript{11} argues

The stakes are high where rationing in health care is concerned. Thus the overriding moral imperative with respect to rationing in the health care system is not to determine what criteria or rules are fair. It is to make sure that, in the face of apparent scarcity, there is no distributional policy which is a viable alternative to rationing.

Caplan’s core point is that before assuming that rationing is necessary, and that some recipients will need to be excluded from potential benefits, it is imperative to consider first whether there really is no alternative to such exclusion from benefits. It cannot be left to practitioners alone to ensure that this problem is taken seriously, and addressed adequately. Institutions must take proactive steps to foster evidence-based and ethically aware practice. Avoiding unnecessary exclusion from care would allow practitioners to remain true to their roles as advocates of patients, who aim to meet each patient’s needs.
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